CHANGING SOCIETIES: COMMUNICATING DIVERSITIES
COPEAM COMMISSIONS’ JOINT MEETING
Friday 5 April 2019

9:15 – 10:30

Gender Equality Commission
- AGE/M project – Advancing Gender Equality in Media Industries: final steps
- Projet SouthMED-WiA - Promoting the Role and Image of Women in the Southern Mediterranean Audiovisual Sector

Cinema/ Festival/Culture Commission
- A première vue : a selection of movies from Mediterranean schools – New partnerships for promotion
- COPEAM jury during the Tunisian festivals JCC and FIFAK

Training Commission
- Project FIEST- International training for TV series writing (Erasmus+ Programme / Strategic Partnerships)
- COPEAM/BEI transnational newsroom within the framework of the World Conference on Climate Change -COP24 (Poland)
- International training workshop on cultural journalism organized by RAI in collaboration with COPEAM and in partnership with ASBU.

10:30 – 11:00 Presentation of the regional comparative study on the survey results of the Generation what ? – Arabic project

11:00 – 11:15 Coffee break

11:15 – 12:30

Audiovisual Heritage Commission
- Second edition of the prize Making a story from archives

News and TV Magazines Exchange Commission
- ERN-Med: annual overview of the Mediterranean news exchange
- Synergies with ASBU
- Award ceremony of the 2019 ERN-Med Prize

Television Commission
- COPEAM-ASBU co-production: Inter-Rives VII
- International cross-media project Faces – How I survived being bullied

Radio Commission
- 20 years of the magazine Kantara + Tribute to Pierre Mari
- World Radio Day
- Weekly magazines Mediterradio and MusicaMed
- Media partnerships: Lectorinfabula, Materadio, Melò

12h30 – 13h30 Debate

13h30 – 15h00 Lunch

15h00 – 19h00 Operational meetings of COPEAM Commissions